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"Hundreds of Palestinians of Syria Ran out of Money, and 

victimized by human traffickers in Greece…A Palestinian 

Refugee Dies in Syria" 

 
 

 

 Shelling and Sporadic Clashes in Yarmouk Camp 

 Students of Khan Dannon Camp Perform their First Exam outside the Camp  

 6 Palestinian Syrian Families Leave Gaza Headed to Sweden 

 Discuss and Talks Day in Beirut about the Problems of Syrian Refugees 

Presence in Lebanon 
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Victims 

The Palestinian refugee Mohammed Mustafa from Jaramana Camp died 

due to the ongoing war in Syria, raising the number of victims who died 

since the beginning of the events in Syria to 2865 victims. 

 
Mohammed Mustafa 

Greece  

Hundreds of Palestinian Syrian refugees were victimized by human 

traffickers in Greece, which is one of the main gates to get to Europe. 

Dozens of them had been erected and theft by human traffickers who 

promised to deliver them to northern European countries, forcing them to 

stay in the Greek cities or long periods reached in some cases for more 

than six months.  

After long days of waiting, most of the refugees lost their money, where 

they became unable to access their destination, nor to secure their 

temporary situation, especially with the approach of the tourism season in 

Greece, and the accompanying rise in prices. 
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In the meantime, dozens of stranded refugees in Greece appealed human 

rights and relief organizations to alleviate their suffering, and to provide a 

helping hand to them after they were stranded during their trip to northern 

Europe. 

 

Recent Updates 

Number of shells targeted different parts of Yarmouk yesterday, 

coincided with the outbreak of sporadic confrontations on several axes 

between the Palestinian armed groups and ISIS alongside Al-Nusra Front. 

The siege imposed by the regular army and PFGC groups is still continue 

for more than 689 days, amid continued worsening of humanitarian 

situation, which further aggravated since the storming of ISIS into 

Yarmouk early April. 

 
Yarmouk camp 

In the meantime, dozens of elementary students in Khan Al ALShieh 

camp in Damascus suburb managed to access the official examination 

centers to perform their exams in the town of Zakia. 
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For his part, our correspondent confirmed that the students had to go 

through a byway to reach the examination centers in the nearby town of 

Zakia, after being prevented from going through Zakya - Khan Al Shieh 

road, while the students returned to their camp safely after they 

performed official examinations. 

It is worth mentioning that all the roads connecting between the camp and 

the center of the capital, Damascus are still closed except for "Zakya - 

Khan Al Shieh" which opens between now and then. 

 
Students going to examination centers 

Turning to the south of Syria, heavy shelling targeted Deraa camp 

yesterday, which increased in the evening, coinciding with the sound of 

violent explosions targeted the neighboring villages. It was mentioned 

that the city is witnessing an unprecedented rise in military operations. In 

the same context, Deraa Camp southern Syria suffer of  an acute shortage 

of medical services, in addition to a large mass in the infrastructure of the 

camp because of the frequent shelling that targeted the camp. 
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Gaza 

Six Palestinian Syrian families have left the Gaza Strip heading to 

Sweden, after obtaining immigration and residence formal approval in 

Swedish territory, and in coordination with the General Commissioner for 

Refugees in the United Nations, and facilitated by the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). 

The Palestinian refugees who emigrated from Syria to the Gaza Strip is 

facing harsh and difficult circumstances after the cessation of aid 

provided to them following the formation of reconciliation government in 

2nd of last June. 

The severity of their conditions have worsen after the Zionist aggression 

on the Gaza Strip, where many of them killed and injured, as well as, a lot 

of their houses were  destroyed by the Zionist warplanes,making forcing 

them to go to UNRWA schools. 

Despite Hamas government's financial aid in compensation for the war, 

but many of them found themselves forced to sell their belongings, and to 

find any source of living to secure food for their children. 

The number of Palestinian refugees, who fled from the hell of war in 

Syria and returned to Gaza,estimated with about 1,000 people, according 

to the Ministry of Social Affairs, UNRWA, and the PLO. 

 

Lebanon 

In the Lebanese capital Beirut, a dialogue and discussion was held about 

the "problems of the presence of refugees from Syria to Lebanon" (legal - 
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relief - impact on infrastructure), “the participants discussed the situation 

of the Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon from the legal relief aspect, social 

aspect, economic aspect and political consequences of their stay in 

Lebanon. The speakers also discussed during the dialogue day, which was 

called to by each of the Southern Affairs Society and Civil Lebanon Rally 

on 16/5/2015 in the Wives Resort - Mansouria - Metn Beirut to talk about 

the obstacles and challenges that face the relief work towards the 

Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon. 

 

Numbers and Statistics till 17/5/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 689 days respectively. In addition, power cuts 

continued for more than 759 days, water was cut for 249 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

177 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 10,687 refugees in Jordan, 51,300 in 
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Lebanon and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to UNRWA 

statistics till February 2015. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 570 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 551 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 753 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 396 days without water and 70% of 

its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in 

Homs and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the 

economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


